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AREAS AND SPACES

CHAPEL
- APSE CHAPEL
- CHANTRY CHAPEL
- GALILEE
- LADY CHAPEL
- RADIATING CHAPEL

DANCE FLOOR
- ENTRANCE
- ADIT
- CARRIAGE ENTRANCE
- CREEP
- CROSS ENTRY
- DOORWAY
- ENTRANCE HALL
- GATEWAY

EXTERNAL AREA OR SPACE
- AMBITUS
- AMBULATORY (EXTERNAL)
  - CLOISTER
- ANTEPORTICO
- ATRIUM (ECCLESIASTICAL)
- BAILEY
  - INNER BAILEY
  - OUTER BAILEY
- BOATING POOL
- COURTYARD
  - ANTECOURT
  - BASE COURT
  - CLOISTER GARTH
  - FORECOURT
- COVERED WAY
- EXERCISE YARD
- PADDLING POOL
- PARADISE
- PARVIS
- PERGOLA

INTERNAL AREA OR SPACE
- AGIASTERIUM
- AMBITUS
- ANTECHAPEL
- ANTECHOIR
- APOTHESES
- ARENA
- ATRIUM (SECULAR)
- AUCTION ROOM
- BAPTISTERY
- CHANCEL
- CHEVET
- CHOIR
- CLOSET
- CONFESSIONAL
- CORRIDOR
- CROSSING
- FERETORY
AREAS AND SPACES

HAYLOFT
LOGGIA
NAVE
OFFERTORIUM
ORATORY
ORCHESTRA PIT
ORGAN BLOWING CHAMBER
PASSAGE
   AISLE
      AMBULATORY (INTERIOR)
      CARREL (AISLE)
      PASSAGE AISLE
      CROSS PASSAGE
      ENTERCLOSE
      SCREENS PASSAGE
      SERVICE PASSAGE
      TRIFORIUM
      WALKWAY
      WALL PASSAGE
PENTHOUSE (APARTMENT)
PRESBYTERY
RETROCHORI
RINGING CHAMBER
ROOM
   ADYTUM
   ALMONRY
   ANCHORAGE
   ANTEHALL
   ANTEROOM
   APARTMENT
   APODYTERIUM
   ARTISTS STUDIO
   AUDITORIUM
      CONFERENCE ROOM
      LECTURE THEATRE
BALLROOM
BANKING HALL
BAR ROOM
BELFRY
BLEEDING ROOM
BOILER ROOM
BOX OFFICE
BURSARY
CABINET
CALDARIUM
CAMERA (SUITE)
CASEMATE
CELL
CHANGING ROOM
CHINESE ROOM
CLOAKROOM
CONFESSIO
CONTROL ROOM

CLASS LIST
CRYPT
   ARCOSOLIUM
   RING CRYPT
DINING ROOM
   BANQUETING HALL
   BREAKFAST ROOM
   CANTEEN
   HINDS HALL
   REFECTORY
DRESSING ROOM
DUNGEON
   OUBLIETTE
FIRST AID ROOM
FOOD PREPARATION ROOM
   BAKERY
   BREAD ROOM
   BUTTERY
   CAMBA
   KITCHEN
   LARDER
   GAME LARDER
   PANTRY
FRIGIDARIUM
FUMIGATORY
FUNCTION ROOM
GALLERY (SECULAR)
   LONG GALLERY
   MUSICIANS GALLERY
   PICTURE GALLERY
GREAT CHAMBER
GRINDING ROOM
GUARD CHAMBER
HALL (COMMUNAL)
   COLLEGE HALL
   EXAMINATION HALL
   ENTRANCE HALL
   GREAT HALL
   OPEN HALL
INFIRMARY
KEEPING ROOM
KNIGHTS CHAMBER
LABORATORY
LAUNDRY ROOM
LIBRARY
LOBBY
MASTERS ROOM
MEETING ROOM
   ASSEMBLY ROOM
   CHAPTER HOUSE
   AUDIENCE CHAMBER
   BOARDROOM
   COMMITTEE ROOM
COMMON ROOM
CONFERENCE ROOM
COUNCIL CHAMBER
COURTROOM
DAY ROOM
DEBATING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
JUSTICE ROOM
LIVING ROOM
MORNING ROOM
SITTING ROOM
SUN LOUNGE
LOUNGE (COMMUNAL)
PARLOUR
LOCHTORY
NOVICES ROOM
NURSERY
OFFICE
ORGAN BLOWING CHAMBER
PALLETT CHAMBER
PHOTOGRAPHIC DARKROOM
POLICE CELL
PORTERS ROOM
POST ROOM
POWDERING ROOM
PRIESTS HOLE
PRISON CELL
PRIVY CHAMBER
PROTHESIS
RECEPTION ROOM
RECREATION ROOM
FITNESS SUITE
GAMESROOM
BILLIARD ROOM
GYMNASIUM
MUSIC ROOM
PALAESTRA
PLAY ROOM
READING ROOM
SAUNA
SMOKING ROOM
RELIC CHAMBER
RETIEMENT ROOM
BEDROOM
CAMERA (BEDROOM)
BOUDOIR
DORMITORY
WARD
FEVER WARD
ISOLATION WARD
PROBATIONARY WARD
AREAS AND SPACES

VAGRANTS WARD
PRIVATE ROOM
OWER
SACRISTY
SALON
SCHOOLROOM
CLASSROOM
SCULLERY
SERVANTS HALL
SERVANTS QUARTERS
SERVICE ROOM
SOLAR
STAIRCASE HALL
STATE APARTMENT
STEWARDS ROOM
STOREROOM
APOTHECA
ARMOURY
CELLAR
CLOTHING STORE
GUN ROOM
HARNESS ROOM
LUMBER ROOM
TACK ROOM
WARDROBE
STUDY
READING ROOM
TEPIDARIUM
THRON ROOM
UTILITY ROOM
VESTRY
WAITING ROOM
WASHING ROOM
BATHROOM
LAVATORY
PRIVY
REREDORIER
TOILET
WORK ROOM
SANCTUARY
SMOKE BAY
SPA POOL
STOREY
ATTIC
GARRET
LOFT
BASEMENT
MEZZANINE
SUPERVISORY HUB
AREAS AND SPACES

TRADING FLOOR
TRANSEPT
CROSS TRANSEPT
DWARF TRANSEPT
UNDERCROFT
WALKING SPACE
WARMING ROOM
LAVATORIUM
NEST HOLE
PAVILION WARD BLOCK
STAGE
ADMINISTRATION BLOCK
AGED MENS WARD
ALURE
ANNEX
ANTECHURCH
    NARThEX (MEDIEVAL)
BALCONY
BASTION
CAPONIER
CHILDRENS BLOCK
CONSERVATORY
COUNTERSCARP BANK
CUPOLA
DOVECOTE
EARTH CLOSET
EASTER SEPULCHRE
ENTRANCE BLOCK
GALLERY (ECCLESIASTICAL)
    MUSICIANS GALLERY
    ORGAN LOFT
GARDEROBE (TOILET)
HOSPITAL BLOCK
HYPOCAUST
LANDING
LANTERN
LIFT
LOGGIA
NARThEX (CLASSICAL)
NEST HOLE
ORGAN BLOWING CHAMBER
OUTSHOT
PAVILION
PENTHOUSE (APARTMENT)
PERGOLA
PORCH
    PORTE COCHERE
    PORTICO
RECEIVING BLOCK
ROOD LOFT
SERVICE BLOCK
STAIRCASE
    BACK STAIRCASE
    DOGLEG STAIRCASE
    ESCALATOR
    EXTERNAL STAIRCASE
    IMPERIAL STAIRCASE
    NEWEL POST
    NEWEL STAIRCASE
    NIGHT STAIR
    OPEN WELL STAIRCASE
    SERVICE STAIRCASE
    SPIRAL STAIRCASE
    WINDER STAIRCASE
STEePLE
    CROWN STEePLE
SUPERVISORY HUB
SWIMMING POOL
  INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
  LEARNER POOL
  MENS POOL
  OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
  SEA POOL
  WOMENS POOL
TOMB
TOWER
  ANGLE TOWER
  BELL TOWER
  CLOCK TOWER
  CROSSING TOWER
  FOREBUILDING
  STAIR TOWER
  TURRET
    BARTIZAN
    BELVEDERE
    STAIR TURRET
VENTILATION SHAFT
VERANDA
WESTWORK
ACHIEVEMENT OF ARMS
ESCUTCHEON
HATCHMENT
ANIMAL FIGURE
BUCRANIUM
GARGOYLE
GROTESQUE
ANTEFIX
ARCHIVOLT
AUREOLE
CAMOUFLAGE
CARTOUCHE
CEILING PAINTING
CHAMFER
BEADED CHAMFER
HOLLOW CHAMFER
STOPPED CHAMFER
CORNUCOPIA
DECORATIVE PLASTERWORK
PARGETTING
DENTIL
DIAPER
EGG AND DART
FINIAL
BALL FINIAL
FLORAL FEATURE
ACANTHUS
ANTHEMION
ARABESQUE
BALL FLOWER
BAY LEAF
CAULICOLI
FLEUR DE LYS
FLEURON
PALMETTE
ROSETTE
TUDOR FLOWER
TUDOR ROSE
FLUSHWORK
GRAFFITO
GUTTAE
HUMAN FIGURE
AMORINO
ATLANTIS
CANEPHORA
CARYATID
GARGOYLE
GREEN MAN
GROTESQUE
SHEELA NA GIG
KEY PATTERN
KNOTWORK
MEDALLION
MOULDING
ANNULAR MOULDING
ASTRAGAL
BEAD AND REEL
BAGNETTE
BAND (MOULDING)
BANDEROLLE
FRET BAND
GUILOCHÉ
BEAD
BEAK HEAD MOULDING
BED MOULDING
BILLET MOULDING
BILLET FRIEZE
BOLECTION MOULDING
BRACKET MOULDING
CABLE MOULDING
CASEMENT
CATS HEAD MOULDING
CAVETTO
CHAIN MOULDING
CHEVRON MOULDING
COVE
CYMA RECTA
CYMA REVERSA
DADO RAIL
DOGTOOTH MOULDING
DRIPSTONE
LABEL
SHELL HOOD
ECHINUS MOULDING
EDGE ROLL MOULDING
EMBATTLED MOULDING
FILLET
GADROON
IMPOST MOULDING
KEEL MOULDING
LABEL STOP
LOZENGE
NAILHEAD MOULDING
NECK MOULDING
NUTMEG MOULDING
OVOLO
ROLL MOULDING
SCALLOPED MOULDING
SCOTIA
SKIRTING BOARD
STRING COURSE
TENIA
TENIA
TORUS
OGEE
OVERMANTEL
OVERTHROW
PAINTING
PANELLING
DECORATIVE FEATURES

COFFERING
WAINSCOT
PATERA
PICTURE FRAME
Pinnacle
REBUS
SCULPTURE
CALVARY
SPIRAL FLUTING
STONE CARVING
STRAPWORK
TILING
TRACERY
CINQUEFOIL
VOLUTE
WALL PAINTING
FRESCO
WALLPAPER
ALTAR
ALTAR RAIL
AMBO
BATH
BOOT SCRAPER
CHANDELIER
CLIMBING WALL
CONFESSIONAL
COUNTER
BAR
CUPBOARD
AUMBRY
WARDROBE
CYCLE RACK
DISPLAY CASE
FIREPLACE SURROUND
FONT
IMMERSION FONT
FUSEBOX
GRILLE
LAMP
LECTERN
MANTELPIECE
ORGAN
OVEN
PEW PLATFORM
PISCINA
PULPIT
RAILING
RELIGIOUS ELEMENTS
ARK
BIMAH
RETABLE
SCONCE
SEAT
MISERICORD
PEW
BENCH PEW
BOX PEW
SEDILIA
STALL
SHELF
SHRINE
AEDICULE (SHRINE)
SIGN
STOUP
SWIMMING POOL
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
LEARNER POOL
MENS POOL
OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
SEA POOL
WOMENS POOL
TABERNACLE
FIXTURES AND FITTINGS

TRUNKING
VAT
WALL SAFE
WATER TANK
YORKSHIRE SQUARE

CLASS LIST
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURE
  HEARTH
  POST HOLE
  STAKE HOLE
BEAM SLOT
EAVES DRIP GULLY
POST HOLE
  POST PIPE
PUTLOG HOLE
MACHINERY

ANGLE BOB
BACKWASHING MACHINE
BALANCE BOB
BALL MILL
BALL WINDING MACHINE
BOILER
BRINE TANK
CHEESE PRESS
CHUTE
CIDER PRESS
COAL TIPPLER
    HYDRAULIC TIPPLER
COMBER
    HEILMANN COMBER
    HOLDEN COMBER
    LISTER COMBER
    NOBLE COMBER
CONVEYOR BELT
COOLING TOWER
CRANE
    COALING CRANE
    DERRICK
    FLOATING CRANE
    HYDRAULIC CRANE
        HYDRAULIC BOX CRANE
        HYDRAULIC PILLAR CRANE
    JIB CRANE
        FAIRBAIRN JIB CRANE
    MOVING CRANE
        MOVING QUAY CRANE
    QUARRY HOIST
    QUAY CRANE
        FIXED QUAY CRANE
        MOVING QUAY CRANE
STEAM CRANE
TRAVELLING CRANE
    TRAVELLING ROOF CRANE
TREADMILL CRANE
WALL CRANE
CRUSHING CIRCLE
DASHWHEEL
DRIVE
ENGINE
    BARRING ENGINE
    BLOWING ENGINE
    FIXED ENGINE
    GRASSHOPPER ENGINE
    HOT AIR ENGINE
    HYDRAULIC ENGINE
        DISK ENGINE
    INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
        DIESEL ENGINE
            COMBINED DIESEL AND GAS TURBINE
        GAS ENGINE
MACHINERY

OIL ENGINE
PETROL ENGINE
SCOTCH CRANK ENGINE
STEAM ENGINE
A FRAME STEAM ENGINE
ATMOSPHERIC ENGINE
BEAM STEAM ENGINE
COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE
EXTRACTION ENGINE
MANHATTAN ENGINE
WILLANS CENTRE VALVE STEAM ENGINE
WOOLF COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE
CORNISH ENGINE
NEWCOMEN ATMOSPHERIC ENGINE
ROTATIVE BEAM ENGINE
HESLOP STEAM ENGINE
TANK BED ENGINE
SIDE LEVER ENGINE
SIMS COMPOUND ENGINE
BULL ENGINE
CONDENSING STEAM ENGINE
CONTRA FLOW STEAM ENGINE
HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE
INVERTED VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE
MINE HAULAGE STEAM ENGINE
NON CONDENSING STEAM ENGINE
NON DEAD CENTRE STEAM ENGINE
OSCILLATING STEAM ENGINE
ROTATIVE STEAM ENGINE
SAVERY ENGINE
STATIONARY STEAM ENGINE
STEEPLE ENGINE
TABLE ENGINE
TANDEM COMPOUND
TRACTION STEAM ENGINE
TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE
TRUNK STEAM ENGINE
UNIFLOW STEAM ENGINE
VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE
HYPOCYCLOID STEAM ENGINE
WATER RETURNING ENGINE

ESCALATOR
FAIRBAIRNS LEVER
FLOUR MILL
COMBINATION MILL
ROLLER MILL
STONE MILL
FLYING SHUTTLE
FOURDRINIER MACHINE
GOVERNOR
HEAD RACE
HORSE ENGINE
HORSE WHIM
HYDRAULIC JIGGER
HYDRAULIC PRESS
HYDRAULIC RAM
INCLINER
INCLINED PLANE
   CANAL INCLINED PLANE
   RAILWAY INCLINED PLANE
IRON ORE CALCINER
JACK FRAME
JOCKEY PULLEY
LIFT
LOOM
   DRAW LOOM
   JACQUARD LOOM
   LANCASHIRE LOOM
   NORTHROP LOOM
   OSSET LOOM
   POWER LOOM
   WIPER LOOM
MACHINE
MAN ENGINE
MASTICATOR
MECHANICAL STOKER
MILLING MACHINE
ORGAN
OVEN
PLANING MACHINE
PUMP
   AIR PUMP
   CHAIN PUMP
   DUPLEX PUMP
   STEAM PUMP
   WATER PUMP
   AQUA THRUSTER PUMP
RAILWAY LIFT
RAILWAY SIGNAL
RAILWAY TURNTABLE
RIVER INTAKE GAUGE
SACK HOIST
SATELLITE DISH
SCOOP WHEEL
SCUTCHING MACHINE
SHAPING MACHINE
SHOE
SIFTER
   WIRE MACHINE
SLASHER
SLOTTING MACHINE
SLUBBING FRAME
SMUTTER
SPEEDFRAME
SPINNING MACHINE
   JENNY
   MULE
MACHINERY

STAMPS
STEAM WHIM
TAIL RACE
THRESHING MACHINE
THROWING MACHINE
TILT HAMMER
TREADMILL
TURBINE

GAS TURBINE
  COMBINED DIESEL AND GAS TURBINE
  COMBINED STEAM AND GAS TURBINE
REACTION TURBINE
STEAM TURBINE
  COMBINED STEAM AND GAS TURBINE
WATER TURBINE
  FOURNEYRON WATER TURBINE
  FRANCIS WATER TURBINE
  JONVAL WATER TURBINE
  PONCELET WATER TURBINE
  THOMSON WATER TURBINE
WATER BALANCE ENGINE
WATER FILTRATION UNIT
WATER PURIFICATION UNIT
WATERWHEEL
  BREASTSHOT WHEEL
  OVERSHOT WHEEL
  PITCHBACK WHEEL
  UNDERSHOT WHEEL
    PONCELET WATERWHEEL
WEIGHING MACHINE
  WEIGHBRIDGE
WIND ENGINE
WINDING ENGINE
APPLIED ORDER
COLOSSAL ORDER
COMPOSITE ORDER
  COMPOSITE ARCH
  COMPOSITE BASE
  COMPOSITE CAPITAL
  COMPOSITE COLUMN
  COMPOSITE ENTABLATURE
CORINTHIAN ORDER
  ATTIC BASE
  CORINTHIAN BASE
  CORINTHIAN CAPITAL
  CORINTHIAN COLUMN
  CORINTHIAN ENTABLATURE
DORIC ORDER
  DORIC BASE
  DORIC CAPITAL
  DORIC COLUMN
  DORIC ENTABLATURE
  METOPE
  TRIGLYPH
IONIC ORDER
  ASIATIC BASE
  ATTIC BASE
  IONIC BASE
  IONIC CAPITAL
  ANGLE CAPITAL
  ANGULAR CAPITAL
  IONIC COLUMN
  IONIC ENTABLATURE
TUSCAN ORDER
  TUSCAN ARCH
  TUSCAN BASE
  TUSCAN CAPITAL
  TUSCAN COLUMN
  TUSCAN ENTABLATURE
PLANS AND DIVISIONS

PLAN COMPONENT

BAY
  HALF BAY
  SMOKE BAY
  CORPS DE LOGIS
  PIANO NOBILE
WING
  CHAMBER BLOCK
  CROSS WING
  SERVICE WING

STRUCTURAL PLAN

AXIAL CHIMNEY PLAN
BAFFLE ENTRY PLAN
BASILICA PLAN
BUTTERFLY PLAN
CENTRAL FIREPLACE PLAN
CENTRAL STAIRCASE PLAN
CIRCULAR PLAN
COURTYARD PLAN
  DOUBLE COURTYARD PLAN
CRUCIFORM PLAN
DIRECT ENTRY PLAN
DOUBLE DEPTH PLAN
DOUBLE PILE PLAN
E SHAPE PLAN
END HALL PLAN
END LOBBY ENTRY PLAN
GABLE ENTRY PLAN
H SHAPE PLAN
HALL AND CROSS WING PLAN
HEARTH PASSAGE PLAN
HEXAGONAL PLAN
L SHAPE PLAN
LOBBY ENTRY PLAN
OCTAGONAL PLAN
OPEN PLAN
PANOPTICON PLAN
PAVILION PLAN
QUATREFOIL PLAN
RECTANGULAR PLAN
SEXFOIL PLAN
SIDE WALL FIREPLACE PLAN
SINGLE CELL PLAN
SYMMETRICAL PLAN
T SHAPE PLAN
THREE ROOM PLAN
THROUGH PASSAGE PLAN
TREFOIL PLAN
U SHAPE PLAN
ABUTMENT
AEDICULE (FRAME)
AISLE
    AMBULATORY (INTERIOR)
    CARREL (AISLE)
    PASSAGE AISLE
ALCOVE
ANCONE (CONSTRUCTION)
ANCONE (STRUCTURAL)
ANGLE BAR
ANGLE STAFF
APEX STONE
APRON
APSE
    APSIDIOLE
    COUNTER APSE
ARCADE
    BLIND ARCADE
    INTERLACING ARCADE
ARCH
    ARCH BAND
    ARCH BRICK
        KEYSTONE
        AGRAFE
    BASKET ARCH
    CHANCEL ARCH
    ELLIPTICAL ARCH
    EQUILATERAL ARCH
    EXTRADOS
    FALSE ARCH
    FLAT ARCH
    FOUR CENTRED ARCH
    HORSESHOE ARCH
    IMPOST
        IMPOST MOULDING
    INTRADOS
    POINTED ARCH
        DROP ARCH
        LANCET ARCH
            COMPOSITE ARCH
        OEGEE ARCH
    PROSCENIUM ARCH
    RELIEVING ARCH
    SEGMENTAL ARCH
    SHOULDERED ARCH
    SKEW ARCH
    SPLAYED ARCH
    SQINCH
    STILTED ARCH
    STRAINER ARCH
    THREE CENTRED ARCH
    TUSCAN ARCH
    TWO CENTRED ARCH
ARCHWAY
ARRIS FILLET
ASHLARING
ASHLAR PIECE
BALDACCHINO
BALUSTRADE
BALUSTER
SPLIT BALUSTER
TURNED BALUSTER
TWIST BALUSTER
BAND (STRUCTURAL)
BARGE BOARD
BASE
ASIATIC BASE
ATTIC BASE
COMPOSITE BASE
CORINTHIAN BASE
DORIC BASE
IONIC BASE
TUSCAN BASE
BATTEN
BEAM
ANCHOR BEAM
APPLIED BEAM
AXIAL BEAM
BRESSUMMER
DAIS BEAM
DRAGON BEAM
FALSE HAMMER BEAM
FLITCHED BEAM
GIRDING BEAM
HALF BEAM
HAMMER BEAM
ROOD BEAM
STRAINER BEAM
TIEBEAM
DROPPED TIEBEAM
INTERRUPTED TIEBEAM
STUB TIEBEAM
TRANSVERSE BEAM
BED NOOK
BEETLE
BELL FRAME
BELLCOTE
BLOCK
BLOCKING COURSE
BOLSTER
BOSS
BOX FRAME
BRACKET
ANGLE BRACKET
CONSOLE
MODILLION
ANGLE MODILLION
BRAKE WHEEL
BRICKWORK
BRIDGE TREE
BUTTRESS
  ANGLE BUTTRESS
  ARCH BUTTRESS
  CLASPING BUTTRESS
  DIAGONAL BUTTRESS
  FLYING BUTTRESS
  HANGING BUTTRESS
  LATERAL BUTTRESS
  PIER BUTTRESS
  SETBACK BUTTRESS
CAME
CAP
CAPITAL
  ABACUS
  BASKET CAPITAL
  BELL
  BELL CAPITAL
  COMPOSITE CAPITAL
  CORINTHIAN CAPITAL
  CROCKET CAPITAL
  CUSHION CAPITAL
    SCALLOPED CAPITAL
  DORIC CAPITAL
  IONIC CAPITAL
    ANGLE CAPITAL
    ANGULAR CAPITAL
  PROTOMA CAPITAL
  STIFF LEAF CAPITAL
  TUSCAN CAPITAL
  WATER LEAF CAPITAL
CAPSTONE
CEILING
  CAMERA (CEILING)
CENTERING
CHIMNEY
  ANGLE CHIMNEY
  CHIMNEY BREAST
  CHIMNEY COWL
  CHIMNEY POT
  CHIMNEY SHAFT
  CHIMNEY STACK
CLADDING
  CLAPBOARD
  SLATE HANGING
  TILE HANGING
  WEATHERBOARDING
CLERESTORY
COLLAR
COLONNADE
  BLIND COLONNADE
  COLONNADE A JOUR
  PERISTYLE
COLUMN
  ANGLE COLUMN
  ANNULATED COLUMN
  ANNULET
  APOPHYGE
  APPLIED COLUMN
  ATLANTIS
  ATTIC COLUMN
  BANDED COLUMN
  BLOCKED COLUMN
  CARYATID
  CLUSTERED COLUMN
  COLONNETTE
    NOOK SHAFT
  COMPOSITE COLUMN
  CORINTHIAN COLUMN
  DETACHED COLUMN
  DORIC COLUMN
  DRUM
  ENGAGED COLUMN
  IONIC COLUMN
  SPIRAL COLUMN
  TUSCAN COLUMN
COMPOUND PIER
COPING
CORBEL
CORBEL TABLE
CROSS TREE
CROWN TREE
CROWN WHEEL
CUPBOARD
  AUMBRY
  WARDROBE
CUTWATER
DAIS
DAIS CANOPY
DOME
DOOR
  BATTENED DOOR
  HECK DOOR
  JIB DOOR
  PANELLED DOOR
  PLANKED DOOR
  PRIESTS DOOR
  STUDDED DOOR
  TRAPDOOR
  WICKET
DOORCASE
DORMER
DRAW BAR
ENTABLATURE
ARCHITRAVE
  FASCIA
  GIBBS SURROUND
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

COMPOSITE ENTABLATURE
CORINTHIAN ENTABLATURE
CORNICE
   BLOCK CORNICE
   CORONA
   CYMATIUM
   MUTULE
   RAKING CORNICE
DORIC ENTABLATURE
FRIEZE
   METOPE
   PULVINATED FRIEZE
   TRIGLYPH
IONIC ENTABLATURE
TUSCAN ENTABLATURE
FACADE
   ASTYLAN
FAN CARRIAGE
FANTAIL
FASTENING
ARMILLA
BRACE
   ARCH BRACE
   CONCEALED BRACE
   CORNER BRACE
   DOWNWARD BRACE
   DRAGON TIE
   KNEE BRACE
   OGEE BRACE
   PARALLEL BRACE
   PASSING BRACE
   PASSING WINDBRACE
   RAFTER BRACE
   SCISSOR BRACES
   SLING BRACE
   UPWARD BRACE
HINGE
   ANCHOR AND COLLAR HINGE
JOINT
   BARE FACED DOVETAIL JOINT
   BARE FACED TENON JOINT
   BIRDSEYED JOINT
   BRIDLED JOINT
   DOVETAIL JOINT
   LAP DOVETAIL JOINT
   FACE HALVED JOINT
   HALVED JOINT
   HALVED LAP JOINT
   JOIST JOINT
   JOWL
   LAP JOINT
   MASON’S MITRE
   MORTICE AND TENON JOINT
NOTCHED LAP JOINT
SECRET NOTCHED LAP JOINT
SADDLE JOINT
SCARF JOINT
SCRIBED JOINT
SCRIBED MITRE
SECRET BRIDLE JOINT
SLIP TENON JOINT
SPLAYED AND TABLED SCARF JOINT
SPLAYED SCARF JOINT
STOP SPLAYED SCARF JOINT
THROUGH TENON JOINT
TRUE MITRE

KEY
PIVOT
FIREPLACE
    FIREBACK
    INGLENOOK
FIRING STEP
    BANQUETTE
FLOOR
    MOSAIC
FLUE
FLUTING
FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION STONE
GABLE
    AILERON
    CROSS GABLE
    CROWSTEPPEDE GABLE
    FALSE GABLE
    FLEMISH GABLE
    GABLET
GATE
    PORTCULLIS
GLAZING BAR
GRATING
GRILLE
GROIN
GULLY
GUN PORT
GUTTER
    ARRISS GUTTER
    PARAPET GUTTER
HAUNCH
HEAD RACE
HEARTH
    OPEN HEARTH
HOPPER
HURST
JAMB
JETTY
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

JETTY BRACKET
JETTY BRESSUMER
JETTY PLATE
JOIST
  COGGED JOIST
  CROSS JOISTING
  LODGED JOIST
JOURNAL
KERB
KING PENDANT
KNEELER
LATH
LIGHT
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR
LINTEL
  DOOR LINTEL
  WINDOW LINTEL
LOOPHOLE
LOUVRE
  LOUVRED OPENING
LUCAM
MASON'S MARK
MEAL SPOUT
MILLSTONE
MULLION
  DIAMOND MULLION
  KING MULLION
MUNTIN
NECK
NICHE
  ANGULAR NICHE
  CARREL (NICHE)
  CREDENCE
  EXEDRA
  MIHRAB
NOGGING
ORTHOSTAT
OVERTHROW
PACKING PIECE
PAD
PADSTONE
PANEL
  DECORATED PANEL
PARAPET
  BATTLEMENT
  CRENELLATION
  MACHICOLATION
  MERLON
PARAPET GUTTER
PEDESTAL
  ACROTERION
  DADO (PEDESTAL)
  PLINTH (PEDESTAL)
PEDIMENT
    AILERON
    BROKEN PEDIMENT
    OPEN PEDIMENT
PEG
PENDANT
PENSTOCK
PENTHOUSE (SHELTER)
PERISTALITH
PIER
    GATE PIER
PILASTER
    ANTA
    LESENE
    PILASTER STRIP
    PILASTRADE
PILE
PILLAR
PILOTI
PIPE
    RAINWATER PIPE
PIT WHEEL
PLAQUE
PLATE
    ARCADE PLATE
    COLLAR PLATE
    CROWN PLATE
    SILL PLATE
    SOLE PLATE
    WALL PLATE
    AISLE PLATE
PORTAL FRAME
POST
    CROWN POST
    DOOR POST
    HAMMER POST
    KING POST
    NEWEL POST
    QUEEN POST
    WALL POST
POST PAD
PRINCIPAL
    DIMINISHED PRINCIPAL
    KNEE PRINCIPAL
    PRINCIPAL WITH CURVED FEET
PURLIN
    COLLAR PURLIN
    TENONED PURLIN
    THROUGH PURLIN
    BACK PURLIN
    CLASPED PURLIN
    THREADED PURLIN
    TRENCHED PURLIN
QUARRY
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

RAFTER
- AUXILIARY RAFTER
- COMMON RAFTER
- COMPOUND RAFTER
- SECONDARY RAFTER
- HIP RAFTER
- JACK RAFTER
- PRINCIPAL RAFTER
- ANGLE RAFTER
- KERB PRINCIPAL
- VALLEY RAFTER
- VERGE RAFTER

RAIL
- RAINWATER HEAD
- RAMPART
- REBATE
- RESPOND
- REUSED VESSEL COMPONENT
- REVETMENT

RIB
- ANGLE RIB
- LIERNE
- TIERCERON
- TRANSVERSE RIB
- WALL RIB

RING GROOVE

ROOF
- BOWSTRING ROOF
- BELFAST TRUSS ROOF
- COMMON RAFTER ROOF
- COUPLED ROOF
- EAVE
- EAVES BOARD
- FLAT ROOF
- GABLED ROOF
- HALF HIPPED ROOF
- HAMMERBEAM ROOF
- HELM ROOF
- HIPPED ROOF
- MANSARD ROOF
- NORTH LIGHT ROOF
- PENT ROOF
- CATSLIDE ROOF
- PRINCIPAL RAFTER ROOF
- RIDGE PIECE
- THATCHED ROOF
- WAGON ROOF

SACK HOIST

SADDLE

SADDLE BAR
SAIL
SALT PAN
SCOTCH
SCREEN
   ALTAR SCREEN
   CHOIR SCREEN
   ICONOSTASIS
   PARCLOSE
   PULPITUM
   REREDOS
   ROOD SCREEN
SHAFT
   SHAFT RING
SHELF
SHINGLE
SHOE
SHUTTER
SILL
SILL BEAM
SKIRTING BOARD
SKYLIGHT
SLEEPER WALL
SLUICE
SMOKE HOOD
SOFFIT
SOLE PIECE
SOULACE
SPANDREL
   HOLLOW SPANDREL
   PENDENTIVE
SPERE
SPIDER
SPIRE
   BROACH SPIRE
   FLECHE
   NEEDLE SPIRE
   SPIRELET
SPRINGER
SPROCKET
SPUR
SPUR WHEEL
SQUINT
STADDLE STONE
STAGE
STAINED GLASS
STAKE HOLE
STANCHION
STEPS
   RISER
   TREAD
STOKEHOLE
STONE NUT
STONWORK
STOP
STRAP
STRIKING GEAR
STRIKING ROD
STRING
STRUT
  A STRUT
  SPANDREL STRUT
ANGLE STRUT
CROWN STRUT
KING STRUT
QUEEN STRUT
RAKING STRUT
V STRUT
STUD
  CLOSE STUDDING
CRUCK STUD
HERRINGBONE STUDDING
TAIL POLE
TAIL RACE
TEMPLATE
THRESHOLD
TIE
  TIEBEAM
    DROPPED TIEBEAM
    INTERRUPTED TIEBEAM
    STUB TIEBEAM
TILING
TRANSON
TRIMMER
TRUMEAU
TRUSS
  AISLE TRUSS
  BOWSTRING TRUSS
    BELFAST TRUSS
  BOX FRAMED TRUSS
  CLOSED TRUSS
  COMMON RAFTER TRUSS
CRUCK
  BASE CRUCK
  BLADE
  CRUCK SPUR
  END CRUCK
  JOINTED CRUCK
  RAISED CRUCK
  UPPER CRUCK
DOUBLE ARCH BRACED TRUSS
FALSE HAMMER BEAM TRUSS
HAMMER BEAM TRUSS
KERB PRINCIPAL TRUSS
OPEN TRUSS
POST AND RAFTER TRUSS
PRINCIPAL RAFTER TRUSS
QUEEN POST TRUSS
SAW TOOTH TRUSS
SCISSOR BRACED TRUSS
SECONDARY TRUSS
SPERE TRUSS
TUN
TYMPANUM
UPRIGHT SHAFT
VAULT
  ANNULAR VAULT
  BARREL VAULT
  CROSS VAULT
  RIBBED VAULT
    FAN VAULT
    QUADRIPARTITE VAULT
    SEXPARTITE VAULT
VAULT SPRINGER
VENT
VOUSSOIR
WALKWAY
WALL
  CURTAIN WALL
  DADO (WALL)
  PARTITION WALL
  PLINTH (WALL)
WALLOWER
WATER SPOUT
WATER TABLE
WATERWHEEL SHAFT
WEATHERBOARD
WHIP
WIND BRACE
WINDOW
  BAY WINDOW
  BOW WINDOW
  BULLSEYE WINDOW
  CASEMENT WINDOW
    FRENCH WINDOW
  CROSS WINDOW
  DORMER WINDOW
  FANLIGHT
  FIRE WINDOW
  LACED WINDOW
  LANCET WINDOW
  LOWSIDE WINDOW
  LUCARNE
  MULLIONED WINDOW
    DIOCLETIAN WINDOW
  NORTH LIGHT
  OCULUS
  ORIEL WINDOW
  PIERCED WINDOW
  QUATREFOIL WINDOW
  ROSE WINDOW
  SASH WINDOW
  TRACERIED HEAD WINDOW
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

TREFOIL WINDOW
VENETIAN WINDOW
WHEEL WINDOW
WINDSHAFT
YOKES
UNASSIGNED

BURIAL PIT
FEATURE
LAYER

CLASS LIST